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All of these have 
potential for 

education, but 
particularly



Wikimedia UK strategic objectives 2019-22

● Increase the representation of marginalised 
people and subjects on Wikimedia

● Work with the Wikimedia projects to 
develop digital, data and information 
literacy

● Create changes in policy and practice that 
enable open knowledge to flourish



● Computer & internet 
literacy

● Data & information 
literacy

● Content creation 
skills

● Collaboration skills
● Advanced IT skills

https://wikimedia.org.uk/w/images/d/d9/Digital_Literacy_-_The_Wikimedia_Way_-_June_2018.pdf
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Benefits of Wikimedia engagement:

● Data, digital & information literacy
● Learning to write for the public domain
● Fact-checking, database searching, source 

evaluation, content synthesis
● Collaboration & building consensus
● Student engagement



https://twitter.com/BryanMMathers/


The very first Wikipedia editathon hosted at the University of Edinburgh was Women in Science and Scottish History in February 2015 and 
was focused on the Edinburgh Seven, the first group of matriculated undergraduate female students at any British university.

As a research-based institution, Professor Allison Littlejohn from the Open University was invited to come along to the event to help us make 
sure there was value in a collaboration with Wikimedia UK and to analyse what was going on in these editing events and what their impact 
actually was. And what she discovered was that there was indeed genuine formal and informal learning going on at these events and she’s 
produced two research papers arising from that 1 event.

1. Does a formal wiki event contribute to the formation of a network of practice? A social capital perspective on the 
potential for informal learning. This paper looked at the formation of networks of practice and social capital through 
participation in an editathon. Through Allison’s work we learned that activity did not stop after the editathon event and 
participants did see it as an important part of their professional development.

2. Becoming an online editor: perceived roles and responsibilities of Wikipedia editors. The second paper looked at the 
process of becoming a Wikipedia editor – and how participants felt editing was a form of knowledge activism and helped 
generate important discussions about how knowledge is created, curated and contested online and how Wikipedia editors can 
positively impact on the knowledge available to people all around the world and addressing those knowledge gaps.

Changing the way stories are told.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edinburgh_Seven
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10494820.2017.1324495?journalCode=nile20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10494820.2017.1324495?journalCode=nile20
http://www.informationr.net/ir/23-1/paper784.html


“Learning becomes personal, 
triggering forms of agency”

Dr Allison Littlejohn, on the editathon and the process of 
becoming a Wikipedia editor.

Learning to become an online editor: the editathon as learning environment 
(2019) Interactive Learning Environments



Suitable for face to face, 
or remote learning



What does 
Wikimedia in 

Education look like?



Wikimedia in 
the Classroom

Assignment 
types

Writing or improving a 
Wikipedia article (group or 
individually)

Translating an article

Adding images

Importing & visualising data

Writing a textbook

>> Reflective essays



University of 
Sheffield



“Our students here at Sheffield do
fantastic work, [so] I wanted to 
teach a course which allowed 
them to apply their expertise to 
improve a global resource - as 
well as to reflect on the 
implications of Wikipedia’s ever 
growing influence for History and 
historians.”

Charles West, Course Leader



An encyclopedia

Neutral point of view

Free content that anyone can 
use, edit and distribute

Respect and civility

No firm rules

 Thermos - Own work. CC BY-SA 2.5



● Conflict of interest
● Notability

● Reliable sources
● Copyrighted material

● Verifiability
● Neutral point of view



Reliable Sources

YES ✅
● Academic textbooks
● Broadsheet newspapers
● Published books
● Peer-reviewed journals

NO ❌
● Tabloid newspapers
● Self-published blogs
● Hearsay
● Personal conversations



“It was really good to work on 
something that made a difference 
outside the university.”

Student Feedback



https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/45/Student_Learning_Outcomes_using_Wikipedia-based_Assignments_Fall_2016_Research_Report.pdf




University of 
Edinburgh



● 245 training sessions
● 1309 students 

trained
● 524 staff trained
● 484 members of 

public trained
● 100 editathons
● 828 articles created
● 2890 articles 

improved

By Mihaela Bodlovic - http://www.aliceboreasphotography.com/, 
CC BY-SA 4.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=48410922


Reproductive 
Medicine BSc

Students group research a 
reproductive term not 
represented on Wikipedia 
in a 3 hour workshop.

Then put the article 
together in a 2nd workshop 
and publish it before doing 
a short oral presentation on 
their group efforts.



Translation Studies MSc

Students translate 1,500-2,000 words from one language Wikipedia to another



Islamic Art
Students will evaluate the 
quality of articles on 
Islamic Art on Wikipedia 
and present on their 
findings.

They will then work in 
groups of 3-4 to add 500 
words+ to these articles.



Classroom assignments
● Referencing, copyright, plagiarism
● Collaboration
● Database use
● Critical source analysis
● Writing for the general public



https://witches.is.ed.ac.uk/


SGSAH Internship:
Picturing 

Archaeology





Students move from a passive 
role to an active one

Activity has real-world impact
Increased levels of motivation



Case Studies

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/39/Wikimedia_in_Education_-_Wikimedia_UK_in_partnership_with_the_University_of_Edinburgh.pdf


Other resources

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ef/Sample_Syllabus_for_Wikipedia_assignment.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Instructor_Basics_How_to_Use_Wikipedia_as_a_Teaching_Tool.pdf


Outreach Dashboard

https://outreachdashboard.wmflabs.org/courses


...inc training modules



UoEdinburgh resource

https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/help-consultancy/is-skills/wikimedia


Scots & Gaelic
Decolonising the curriculum

Mis and disinformation
Gender gap

Data for product design
Wikimedia Israel - commons images

Collaboration of Dental Schools
Collaborative textbook production

Archives project - University of Stirling



Next steps:
Editathon

Pilot course?
Email me!



Thanks!
sara.thomas@wikimedia.org.uk

@lirazelf 
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